
EXPERIENCE AUTHENTIC JAPAN  

Set Tour February 2018  

Myoko Kogen, Shiga Kogen & Nozawa Onsen 
Tour outline for land arrangements: 

Sat 10 Feb 2018 Tour starts at Tokyo, Haneda Airport 

   Transfer to Myoko Kogen Resort 

   4 nights Akakura Hotel Annex 

   Includes daily breakfast  

   3 day ski pass 

    

Wed 14 Feb   Transfer to Shiga Kogen Resort 

   4 nights Prince East 

   Includes daily breakfast and dinner 

   3 day ski pass 

 

Sun 18 Feb  Transfer to Nozawa Onsen Resort 

   5 nights Ryokan Kawamotoya 

   Includes daily breakfast 

   3 day lift pass 

 

Fri 23 Feb  Transfer to Tokyo, Narita Airport  

  

Costs:   $4,100 per person share Twin|Double 

   $4,800 Single 

 

Inclusions:  13 nights accommodation 

   Daily breakfast 

   Evening meals in Shiga Kogen 

   9 day ski pass 

   Airport transfers 

   Inter resort transfers  

 

A completed booking form and deposit of $500 per person  will 

secure your place on this tour.   

 

This is a set departure date Tour and  will be escorted subject to a 

minimum of 10 people travelling.  If less than 10 people book, the tour 

will still depart but will not be escorted.  

   Division of Concept Travel 

SKI TRAVEL SPECIALISTS 

99 Nuffield Street, Newmarket, Auckland 

Phone 09 307 1350 

www.skitravel.co.nz 

sales@skitravel.co.nz 



Myoko Kogen is located one hour north of Nagano in the Niigata prefecture and is great for those looking for an authentic Japanese  

experience. Myoko is particularly rich in history and traditional Japanese culture. The area is made up of 10 different ski resorts that are 

largely linked together by a shuttle bus. The main ski area is Myoko Akakura which is made up of two resorts side by side; Akakura Kanko 

and Akakura Onsen. Suginohara ski resort features super long cruisy groomers, Seki Onsen is renowned for steep tree skiing, Ikenotaira 

Onsen has good freestyle fun, and family friendly slopes can be found at Kyukamura and Myoko Ski Park. Myoko Kogen ski resort is  

renowned for some of the best vertical and longest runs Japan has to offer with an average of 14m of snow and unlike some other  

Honshu resorts, Myoko does not prohibit off-piste and tree skiing. It also has lots of backcountry opportunities. 
 

Akakura Hotel Annex is located only four minutes walk to the Akakura Onsen lifts. Includes an onsite restaurant plus a natural hot spring 

equipped with an open-air bath, sauna and jacuzzi.  

Shiga Kogen is located in the Joshinetsu National Park in the Nagano Prefecture, about 50km northeast of Nagano. The town of  

Yamanouchi sits at the base of the mountain, with a windy road leading up to the ski areas. In terms of sheer size and scale, Shiga Kogen 

is Japan’s largest ski resort in Honshu with approximately 1,482 acres of terrain, 80+ kilometres of trails and 21 interlinked ski areas.  

Yakebitaiyama and Okushigakogen are amongst the largest ski areas within Shiga Kogen, whilst some of the other ski areas are so small 

that you could blink and miss them. A few of the areas are exclusively for skiers. The Shiga Kogen terrain is varied and includes beginners’ 

slopes, moguls, and some tree skiing. There’s nothing particularly steep at Shiga Kogen, its forte is the many kilometres of fresh runs for 

cruising or schussing so it perfect for intermediate to strong intermediates, and low end advanced riders. 
 

Prince Hotel East Wing is located at the base of the Yakebitaiyama ski area offering a fantastic ski-in/ ski-out location with spacious  

lodging.  The hotel offers a variety of restaurants with European and Asia dishes. Amenities include hot springs, a massage salon, karaoke 

room and convenience store.  

Nozawa Onsen is nestled in an idyllic landscape and surrounded by imposing mountain ranges. With a vertical of 1085m and over 740 

acres devoted to the pursuit of skiing and boarding. Nozawa ranks amongst one of the best ski resorts in Japan with a great selection of 

runs offering great skiing and snowboarding for beginners right through to the most advanced. The village is famous for its public hot 

springs with more than 30 springs located throughout the resort. Stroll the streets and feel the romantic charm which exudes from the 

lodges and shops. 
 

Ryokan Kawamotoya is a short 5 minute walk from the village centre and includes an onsite  

restaurant and hot spring baths. Rooms are Japanese-style with free Wi-Fi and iPod dock. 


